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This meaning is most often ~t~:ociat, ed with the invariance of ~:eomet-

rio fi[]ures or natural objects when their equal parts are

through ~’ozation and ~.’e~"iect[on. ]n other c}~ses, "ssq.tl~let~’17" means

the invariance of some phenomenon in x’elation to displacement

"reflection" in time. Sometimes both "spatial" and "tempox’al"

int, az’iance coni~ide~’ed together. The sy~m~etry science ]m~ being

developed historicly dii’i’e~-ently dcpendin~ on particular- J.nterest

of difi~erent b~’anohes of knoledge. I, ater became cle~{~¯ that, on the

fina! account, %he ssm~etry is $he rex~leotion of the properties of

real World, the properties of spa~e and time.

The fundamental laws of conservatim~ which reflect certain

invariansy are connected with the ¢:omoce:~ety of time, gomogenety

and isotropy of space. The reality of certain phenomenon in the

nature, in its turn, is dete~ined first of all by the sy~etry of

the matter in general, by the sy~etry of space and ¢ime in par-

~ioular. ~om ~his position the understanding of symmetry have

go not from the phenomenon ~o the Natume, but from the i~ature to

the phenomenon.

~o~ the time being everyone feels 9he necessity for unifining

different branches of the sy~.~et~ knoledge developed in different

time and such unification has allready been developed. Its theore-

tical g~ound is the mathematics, the ~roup theory and its experi-
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~;~e~’~tml graun,.i :is ba.’;ed on the propertfe~ o1 the matter.
lm ou:u papers (ZheJudev, 198j, 1987~, 1987b) %he applications

of s~net~V Jn d£Tf’erent branches of nntural sciences are conside-

red: in ~he el~c~’omn~netic phenomena, %he physics of high ener~,

t}~e so]iu stat.e phy~ics, the ph~/sJcal crystallography, Zhe tensor

calculation etc. 44e use here the kno].edge of point symmetry of %he

geomeZric ima~zes representing %he sy~eZry of space and time. The~

are: sphere without sy,~eZry planes (pseudoscalar) and polar vec-

tor for time; sphere wiZh sy~eZry planes (scalar) and ~ial vector

for space. Time is anticen$rosy~eZric (operation of space inver-

s:[on C = ~ is changing %he "sign" of time) bus space is cen%rosym-

metric (Fig. I ).

In addition to the conventional sy~etry its different gene-

ralizations are considered: antisy~etry (Shubnikov, 1951), mag-

netic s~,~etry (Landau and Lifshits, 1982, p.188) and complete

sy~et~ (Zheludev, 1960, p.346; ~ig.2). The most effectiv happened

to be the complete sy~etry which is based for the begining, on

equal treatment of space and time but finaly confining to %he pheno-

mena satisfining the i n v e r s i o n o f t i m e (operation

C = ~ = T). Time has two signs but space just one (expanding

Universe). The sy~netry of space and time is described by group

PT-4

It is shov~ (Zheludev, 1987c) that %he s~etry of all real

phenomena is confined ~o four ~les: the ~le of scale, the ~le

of right (left) hand, the th~b ~le and the gyroscope ~le. ~o

understand this one have to consider the phenomena described by

the simp].es% tensor relationships

Pi = aijQ~                              (I)
T -      +
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H ~ ~i~S~ (2)
T + + +

H = ~NS] (3)
T +     ++

Hi = AijPj                           (4)
T +      - -

Qi = Aij Sj                           ( 5 )
T -      - +

~aij is polar, Aij is axial second rank tensors; (3) and (6) are

vectors multiplications; P, Q, F are polar vectors; H, N, S are

axial vectors]. All these relationships satisfy the operation of

time inversion T (=C = T): the right and the left sides of the

relationships after this operation have the same signs what means

that describing by them phenomena are real.

One can combine Eq. (I-6) in four groups representing four

rules of s~nmmetry. Some of them are well known.

The s c a 1 e r u 1 e is satisfied by phenomena described

by Egns. (I) and (2). One vector is transformed into another

equivalent one through a scalar either by increasing or descreasing

it but preserving its direction. The simplest examples of such

phenomena are electric polarization of a medium under the action

of an inducing field D, magnetization of a medium in a masnetic

field, the motion under the action of external forces etc.

The r i g h t- (1 e f t-) h a n d r u 1 e described by

Eqn. (6) is well kno~. This rule governes such phenomena as the

Holl and E~agnus effects, propagation of electromagnetic waves, etc.

T)~e mutual orientation of vectors in the ~Iagnus effect obeys

the following ~le - a real rotation corresponds to the rotation

of the "force" vector (not changing its direction upon operation
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of time reversal R) towards the flux vector in a way to make the

angle between them smaller. In order to determine the direction of

the motion of a conductor with a current in a magnetic field one

may use the right-hand rule. In this case, the extended fingers

of the right hand indicate the direction of electron motion (which

is opposits to the direction of the current). The sign of the North

pole of a magnet (perpendicular to the palm) is determined in such

a way that if we look from the side of the pole f~o~ which magnetic

force lines outcome, the electrons forming electric current move

in the clockwise direction (the direction of the current is anti-

clockwise). In this case the conductor with a current moves in the

direction inSicated by the thumb of the right hand. Note that in

both cases, irrespectively of the phenomenon nature, the mutual

orientation of all three vectors in the above considered phenomena

is described in the complete symmetry by group _mm~ and in the con-

ventional symmetry by group m.

The t h ~ m b r u 1 e determines the direction of the

linear motion of a rotating screw ~eqns.(4) and (5)]- A right-hand

screw proceeds into the body if it is rotated in the clockwise

direction, whereas the left-hand screw, being rotated in the same

direction, in unecrewed from the body. The right-hand screws thus

correspond to the mutual orientation of polar and axial vectors

depicted in Fig.3.

It is worth noting that ~o~aetimes the thu~b rule ~ used to

determine the direction of the magnetic field of a direct current.

First of all, in this case the directions of the current and the

magnetic field are mutually perpendicular (and not parallel as is

determined by the thumb ~le). Sometimes the well knov~ concepton

magnetic fiel~ lines outcoming from the North pole and closing ~t

the South pole is used. The direction of these lines is t~ken to
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be the direction of the magnetic field often denoted by a polar

vector. In the actual fact, the magnetic pole is axial and its

"direction" (the pole) is uniquely determined by the current direc-

tion in magnetic Ampere turns if we look at the North pole, we see

that electrons in such turns (i.e., in solenoids) move in the

clockwise direction, if we look at the South pole, electrons move

in the anticlockwise direction.

The g. y r o s c o p e r u 1 e is applied to the phenomena

described by relationship (3). As is known, if to tilt a rotating

gyroscope (apply a force to it), it starts rotating about the

third axis which is normal to the rotation axis and the axis of

rotation provided by the applied foree. For a gyroscope fixed at

the center of gravity, the application of such a force gives rise

to a moment and its precession which may also be interpreted as a

rotation of the gyroscope about the third axis. The phenomenon as

a whole is described by three mutually perpendicular axial vectors

two of which change its sign upon operation R and the third one

(the moment of a force) does not change its sign. The gyroscope

rule also describes such phenomena as electron paramagnetic and

nuclear magnetic resonance.

In comol~te symmetry the configuration of three mutually

perpendicular axial vectors is described by the centrosymmetric

group ~ (in the conventional symmetry it is described by group

~ = C3i = S6).
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CAPTIONS TO FIGURES

Pig. I. Geometric images of scalars and vectors and their com-

plete symmetry~ a - polar vector and two scalar sphere

"opposite" sign, complete symmetry c4/_mmm; b - axial

vector and two pseudoscalar sphere having opposite signs

of enantiomorphs, complete symmetry~/mm~__; c - scalar
sphere (operation T for it is symmetry operation, but

operation ~ converts it into sphere of opposite "colour".

d - pseudoscalar sphere (operation [Yfor it is symmetry

operation but operation T converts left sphere into

right one).

Simplest geometric images of complete symmetry, a,b -

scalar spheres (+) and (-); c,d - pseudoscalar spheres

left (+) and right (-); e,f - left "black" and right

"white" spheres; g,h - right "black" and left "white"

spheres.

The characters of irriduclble representations and the

basis invariants of group PT-4.
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